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Fröhlich interaction in InAs ÕGaAs self-assembled quantum dots
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The phonon bottleneck in self-assembled InAs/GaAs quantum dots~SAD’s! is observed directly in
continuous-wave photoluminescence experiments when exciting one GaAs longitudinal optical~LO!-phonon
energy above the ground level of the smallest dot. To overcome the phonon bottleneck, selective photolumi-
nescence~PL! experiments are performed and multiple phonon-assisted radiative bands are observed. We
found that no real crystal states are involved in the experimentally observed phonon emission. Under nonreso-
nant excitation at 5 K, the SAD’s photoluminescence band is centered at 1.315 eV. As proven by our photo-
luminescence experiments at high excitation densities, there are no excited states in such small dots. We
interpret the phonon-assisted PL as being due to enhanced Fro¨hlich interaction between strain-induced polar-
ized excitons in the SAD’s and LO phonons. Further experimental support for this model is found from the
cleaved-side PL measurements. A light-hole ground state is observed, instead of the theoretically predicted
heavy-hole one.
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I. INTRODUCTION

For the past few years, self-assembled quantum d
~SAD’s! have been intensively studied both experimenta
and theoretically. So have, among many other features, m
tiphonon assisted relaxation processes have been reporte1–3

They are explained in terms of the intradot electronic tran
tions, which coincide with the available phonon energi
Besides the experimental effort, recent theoretical paper4–6

on quantum dots show an improvement in calculating
strain distribution by, e.g., the valence force-field meth
These papers agree well with the explanation of the e
tronic transitions and phonon processes observed.

However, intersubband transitions cannot explain
multiphonon assisted relaxation processes, which we
served in much smaller dots than reported in Refs. 1
Moreover, recent results7 show that, even in larger dots wit
excited states, interlevel relaxation is a point of discuss
The dots discussed in this paper are comparable with th
of Ref. 8. They are typically 70–120 Å at the base a
25–40 Å high. This makes the electronic structure of o
dots completely different compared to the larger dots, si
they have just one bound electron state and one bo
heavy- and light-hole state.8 Besides, the ground states
these smaller dots are already close to the energy leve
the wetting layer, which makes the distinction between a
excited state and a wetting layer state impossible.

The multiphonon processes reported here are explaine
terms of a strong Fro¨hlich interaction, in which no real crys
tal states are involved.9,10 The phonon emission is observe
under resonant excitation measurements, i.e., excitin
given dot size with the ground-state energy fitting to t
excitation energy. This results in up to four phonon emiss
enhanced bands below the excitation energy. These band
not show any fine structure.1 In this respect, the phonon e
fects observed in our experiments are comparable with R
2 and 3.

In order to have a strong Fro¨hlich interaction, a local po-
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larization has to be present in the dots provided by a non
form strain field. An indication for such a nonuniform stra
field is found in our polarization-dependent photolumine
cence measurements where the light-hole ground state is
served. This is in contradiction with the heavy-hole grou
state predicted in most theoretical works.4,5,11

Despite the observed effective phonon emission, th
dots still display the phonon bottleneck, as we directly obt
from continuous wave~cw! photoluminescence~PL! experi-
ments. When exciting close to the edge of the density
states~DOS! in the wetting layer, the dots are more effi
ciently populated by emitting longitudinal optical~LO!
phonons than by relaxation through the wetting layer. T
luminescence of the dots is enhanced on a LO-phonon
ergy of 636.0 meV ~GaAs-like! and 670.0 meV (2
3GaAs-like! below the excitation energy. However, the l
minescence is partly suppressed between these two ene
as well as above the second LO-phonon band.

II. EXPERIMENTS

A. Sample

The quantum dots are grown on an exactly oriented@001#
CrO-doped GaAs substrate. First a GaAs buffer layer w
grown at 630 °C, followed by two monolayers of InAs d
posited at 555 °C. At this layer thickness, the InAs critic
layer thickness is exceeded and hence the InAs gro
changes to the three-dimensional~3D! mode. The SAD’s
were then capped by a GaAs layer grown at 630 °C. Wit
this top layer, an AlxGa12xAs window is inserted to preven
any surface electrical field. Considering the photolumin
cence data and calculations, the size of the dots is determ
to be from 70 to 120 Å at the base and from 25 to 40 Å hig

B. The phonon bottleneck observed in cw PL experiments

The photoluminescence experiments are performed aT
55 K with a Ti-sapphire laser pumped by an Ar1 laser. The
©2001 The American Physical Society03-1
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signal is collected through a 0.75-m double monochroma
on an InGaAs~Cs! photomultiplier in photon counting mode
For nonresonant PL measurements, the laser is tuned a
the GaAs band-gap energy~1.61 eV!. This allows for carrier
thermalization inside the wetting layer and subsequent c
ture into SAD’s of different sizes.

The spectrum is shown in Fig. 1~short dashed line!. The
full width at half maximum~FWHM! of 665 meV is due to
the size distribution of the dots, although a direct link is n
evident, since for larger dots nonradiative centers can
formed due to strain relaxation. The reason that all the d
can be accessed in spite of theird-like density of states
~DOS! is that there are enough levels below the excitat
energy through which carriers can relax before being c
tured into the dots. Therefore, the PL line shape does
change even for excitation into the wetting layer provided
is kept far above the edge of the wetting layer at61.345 eV
according to our PL excitation measurement.

However, close to the edge of the density of states in
wetting layer, the number of states below the excitation
ergy is limited, as is the number of dots that can be popula
efficiently. If the excitation energy is changed to~less than!
one GaAs LO-phonon energy above the ground state of
smallest dots, i.e., 1.409 eV in our experiments, the lumin
cence band starts to change clearly~Fig. 1, solid line!.

A suppression of the luminescence is observed betw
one and two GaAs-like LO-phonon energies below the ex
tation energy and at the lower-energy side of the PL ba
To make this feature clearly visible, the normalized diffe
ence between the luminescence when exciting at 1.610
and the luminescence when exciting at 1.409 eV is a
shown in Fig. 1~dotted line!. It is obvious from these spectr
that the presence of the phonon bottleneck can be obse
without performing time-resolved measurements. Only

FIG. 1. Photoluminescence spectrum under nonresonant ex
tion at 1.610 eV~short dashed line! and when exciting one GaA
LO-phonon energy~1.409 eV! above the ground state of the sma
est dots~solid line!.
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dots with the ground-state energy equal to the excitation
ergy minus once or twice the GaAs-like LO-phonon ener
are populated efficiently. Theird-like DOS can be accesse
directly from the excited energy level in the wetting layer
LO-phonon emission.

C. Multiphonon emission by Fröhlich interaction

To overcome the phonon bottleneck, the dots are exc
resonantly, i.e., exciting a given dot size with the groun
state energy fitting to the excitation energy. A spectrum
served under such resonant excitation at 1.352 eV is sh
in Fig. 2. The inhomogeneously broadened PL band~see the
inset of Fig. 2! is now developed into four phonon-emissio
enhanced bands. All the bands are evenly spaced by 35
~GaAs-like LO phonon!. It should be mentioned that th
third peak is off its ideal position by 2 meV. As thre
phonons are involved, in the energy scale this correspond
2% departure. Our recent micro-PL~Ref. 12! experiments
show that this deviation might be attributed to the spread
the phonon energies~61.5 meV! due to the~nonuniform!
strain in the dots. The first band at 35 meV is only sharp i
appears at the spectral position of the small dots.9 This is
attributed to an enhanced contribution of the surround
GaAs matrix in the relaxation process of the smallest d
due to a higher leakage of the wave functions into the Ga
The FWHM of the three other bands is612 meV, which is
much larger than the homogeneous broadening. We ass
two possible explanations for the extra broadening of th
peaks. First, as reported in Ref. 7, even a single quantum
exhibits a continuous density of states. Under selective
excitation, this translates into inhomogeneous broaden
due to the size distribution. Second, Pekar’s formula is
obeyed in our experiments; that is, nonadiabaticity furth
broadens the phonon-emission assisted bands. The pho
emission enhanced bands are, as mentioned above, als
ported for larger dots. However, since the PL measurem
at high excitation density show no excited states, the intra
electronic transitions are not possible in such small dots.
propose an enhanced phonon emission by the dots du
strong electron-phonon coupling.

ta-

FIG. 2. Photoluminescence spectrum under resonant excita
at 1.352 eV. The vertical bars are separated by 35 meV.
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Two possible electron-phonon interactions can be pre
in the dots: Fro¨hlich or polar interaction and deformatio
coupling.13 We focus on the polar interaction since no tran
verse optical~TO! modes are observed in our cleaved-s
measurements, which is a clear indication that we are dea
with Fröhlich interaction only. Additionally, since none o
the Raman selection rules is obeyed, either in backscatte
and cleaved-side geometries, we excluded possible cont
tions from the Raman scattering. A localized polarizati
gives rise to an enhancement of the Fro¨hlich interaction as
observed in InxGa12xAs/InP quantum wells.14 After recom-
bination of the photocarriers, depolarization takes place
the stored electrostatic energy is released by emitting
phonons. In such a process, no real crystal states are
volved.

This requires that the electrons and holes are locali
differently in the dots. The nonuniform strain field present
the dots,4–6,11 even during the formation,15 results in such a
different localization, with the hole more confined inside t
dot and more compact than the electrons.5 The net charge
distribution is orientated in the growth direction, accordi
to the envelope functions reported in Refs. 4, 5, and
Besides the discussed calculations, such a permanent d
is observed in recent photocurrent measurements on qua
dots.16

D. Polarization-dependent photoluminescence experiments

The polarization of the dipole allowed transitions h
been discussed theoretically.4,5,11 For the holes confined a
the base of the SAD’s, one should observes polarization of
the ground-state optical transition. To compare the theor
cal expected polarization with experiments, nonreson
cleaved-side photoluminescence measurements were
formed.

The results are shown in Fig. 3. The degree of polari

FIG. 3. The cleaved-side~see inset! polarization-dependent pho
toluminescence spectra under nonresonant excitation at 1.601
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tion indicated on the left axis is defined as (I s2I p)/(I s
1I p), whereI s is the intensity of the luminescence perpe
dicular to the growth direction andI p is the intensity of the
luminescence in the growth direction. Experimentally, w
observep, not s, polarization of more than 30%.

To illustrate this difference between the expected and
served polarization for the dots, we compare the obser
polarization with the cleaved-side excitation measureme
on the InAs monolayer structures.17 In compressivelly
strained thin InAs/GaAs quantum wells, we measures polar-
ization as it is expected for the ground state. The degre
polarization is shown in Fig. 4. Thep polarization on the
higher-energy side of the spectrum is due to the excited s
which is the light hole.

An elongation in the structure of the dots could be
explanation for the discrepancy between the theoretic
predicted and the experimentally observed polarization. T
elongation introduces an optical anisotropy, for which t
intensity of the luminescence is higher in the direction of t
elongation compared to the intensity perpendicular to it. S
monolayers epitaxy of InAs on~001! GaAs ~Ref. 18! and
InAs on high indexed GaAs~Ref. 19! show this optical an-
isotropy. However, according to the observedp polarization,
the elongation has to be directed in the growth directi
which is, considering the shape of the dots discussed h
not very likely. Nevertheless, the orientation of the face
without introducing an elongation, could influence the dipo
allowed transitions and thus the polarization of the grou
state luminescence, as is mentioned in Ref. 5. An assump
of the calculations in Refs. 4, 5, and 11, which is certain
worth mentioning with respect to the polarization, is the n
glect of the spin-orbit coupling. It is known from calcula
tions on CdTe nanocrystals20 that the incorporation of the
spin-orbit coupling has a large impact on the optically
lowed transition.

According to Ref. 16, the permanent electrical dipole
antiparallel to the theoretical calculated charge distributi
This means that the holes should be localized at the ape
the InAs/GaAs SAD’s. Our experimental value of the pola

V.

FIG. 4. Cleaved-side polarization-dependent PL excitation m
surements on the InAs/GaAs thin quantum-well structure as
scribed in Ref. 15.
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ization confirms this picture. The nonuniform strain in th
dots induced4,5 favors the light-hole character of the groun
state, provided that the holes are confined close to the a
It is clear from the reasoning above that there is still
ongoing discussion about the polarization of the dipole
lowed transitions. Nevertheless, considering the experim
tal data, which are carefully checked, we conclude that
ground state in the dots discussed here is light-hole-like.

To summarize, the phonon bottleneck is observed dire
from cw-photoluminescence experiments. The phonon em
sion by the dots does not involve any real crystal states. T
are due to enhanced Fro¨hlich interaction between a strain
induced polarized exciton in the dots and LO phonons.
measured the cleaved-side polarization, which demonstr
a light-hole ground state.
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Note added. After submission of the manuscript, w
learned of the independent, related measurements of H
et al.10
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